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B. Answer the following questions with reference to context: 

1. a) Edward’s father says this. 

 b) He says this to Edward. 

 c) His work is more specialized than that of other clock-workers. It is more in touch with life.  

2. a) Edward is bothered. 

 b) The two photos are those of Thomas’—one of him as a baby in his mother’s arms, and the  

other of him at three with his mother again. 

 c) In the first photo, the mother holds Thomas close to her chest, has a huge smile, and almost  

glows. In the second photo, the mother’s arm is around Thomas, but not really touching him  

as if she’s scared of placing too much weight on his shoulders. The mother’s smile also looks 

forced. The two photos are in the same room but the magnificent clock is only in the first photo. 

C. Answer the following questions: 

1. Thomas is different from the other boys in many ways. He talked, moved, and held hands 

differently. His skin was different. He did not seem to mind when he was mocked at by the other 

children. When he was excluded from the football team, he didn’t say anything; he just stood and 

watched, head jerking to follow the ball as if every movement was a surprise. He stroked the 

football instead of playing with it.  

2. Animals do not like to be near Thomas although Thomas loves animals. Cats hiss at him, and 

dogs jump as he walks past, ears cocked as if hearing something other humans cannot. Edward feels 

guilty because he feels the same way the animals feel about him. Thomas’ skin feels almost 

plasticky, and Edward has to stop himself from flinching when Thomas comes for a hug. 



3. Mum often seems repulsed by Thomas but always returns his hug, holds him near, strokes his 

hair, and sometimes shows tenderness. Dad looks at Thomas with warmth but often stares at him 

the same way he stares at his clocks. 

4. Yes, Dad often takes Thomas to his workshop. Thomas always comes back full of life after those 

trips, bouncing up and down. Edward feels sad and hurt that he is not taken to the workshop. 

5. One day, Edward does not follow Thomas when the latter goes out to chase a cat. When Thomas 

returns, his head is bleeding and he tells Edward that he fell. Edward notices blood-oil liquid on the 

back of Thomas’ head. As Edward runs his fingers over Thomas’ scalp, trying to find the wound, 

he sees two tiny screws, which fall off because of the pressure of my fingers. Then, a square section 

of Thomas’s head drops open like a jaw. Edward finds that Thomas’s head is full of shining, 

twisting gears. This makes Edward feel that his heart would stop.  

6. Towards the end of the story, Edward realises the truth about Thomas. As he lifts Thomas to take 

him to the workshop, he feels Thomas needs love and reassurance from his older brother. This 

moves him and he feels tender and affectionate towards Thomas.  

 


